
Activity Type Member
Data gathering Non-legislative Steve Suo

Data gathering Non-legislative Scott Winkels

Data gathering Non-legislative Emily Harris

Deadlines Legislative Les Zaitz

Exemptions Legislative Todd Albert

Exemptions Legislative Todd Albert

Exemptions Legislative Mark Landauer

Exemptions Legislative Les Zaitz

Exemptions Legislative Les Zaitz

Exemptions Legislative Scott Winkels

Exemptions Legislative Scott Winkels

Exemptions Non-legislative Mark Landauer

Fees Legislative Todd Albert

Fees Legislative Emily Harris

Fees Legislative Mark Landauer

Fees Legislative Les Zaitz

Fees Legislative Michael Kron

Fees Legislative Scott Winkels

Fees Non-legislative Todd Albert

Other Non-legislative Todd Albert

PRA as institution Non-legislative Molly Woon

PRA as institution Non-legislative Mark Landauer

PRA as institution Non-legislative Mark Landauer

PRA as institution Non-legislative Todd Albert

Requester awareness Non-legislative Sen. Thatcher

Requester awareness Non-legislative Tony Hernandez

Requester awareness Non-legislative Scott Winkels

Requester awareness Non-legislative Todd Albert

Public body awareness Legislative Molly Woon

Public body awareness Legislative Michael Kron

Public body awareness Non-legislative Molly Woon

Public body awareness Non-legislative Steve Suo

Public body awareness Non-legislative Mark Landauer

Public body awareness Non-legislative Les Zaitz

Retention Legislative Todd Albert

Transparency by Design Legislative Mark Landauer

Transparency by Design Legislative Steve Suo

Transparency by Design Legislative Steve Suo

Transparency by Design Legislative Scott Winkels

Transparency by Design Non-legislative Steve Suo

Transparency by Design Non-legislative Sen. Thatcher/ML

Transparency by Design Non-legislative Shirin Khosravi



Concept
State/local agency survey re: public records practices;

Report from PRA on nature of requests/theme

Public records practices survey

Disclosure deadlines - 2017 reforms effective?

192.311(4); definition of public body: include local government elected officials (like current language for "state officer")

Exemptions white paper:  -review feasability of creating exemption categories rather than specific  exemptions;  - list all "low-hanging fruit" (e.g., exemptions that have never been subject to AG  order or judicial decision)

Public attorney-client information subject to release after 25 years - remain  confidential indefinitely?

Elected official treatment under public records law - are courts the appropriate  only recourse?

Identify 5 exemptions that are the source of most consistent conflict

Records subject to disclosure after 25 years

Public employee personal information

Top 5 exemptions leading to disputes

Fees  -change language to "up to actual cost";  -establishe tiered system for search, duplication, and review fees based on commercial, education or general request  -establish more detailed criteria with "including but not limited to" language for fee reduction and waivers  -require fee reduction or waiver if public body's criteria is met

Fees

Fees

Fees

Fees

Fees

Fact-finding commission: fees

Fact-finding commission: COVID-19

10 year strategic plan

Regular contact/interfacing with Transparency Commission and the Sunshine Committee

By-laws

By-laws

PRAC/PRA info. on OR transparency website?

Public education and accessibility

DA orders on public records requests

Data dashboards

Establish PRAC as body to review/vet/approve public records policies of public bodies

Bad actors

How to provide guidance/feedback on public bodys' public records policies?

Transparency impact statement

PRA employee/public education

Model public records policies for local agencies

192.311(5)(a); definition of public record: include social media or other language to encompass current and future digital platforms

Metadata

Promote disclosure/transparency as public good/core function of government; fees

Transparency by design (systems created to fulfill obligations under public records law)

Transparency by design

Transparency by design - best practices and whether agencies are pursuing them?

Transparency by design/proactive disclosure

Allocating adequate resources to public bodies for processing public records requests



Exemptions white paper:  -review feasability of creating exemption categories rather than specific  exemptions;  - list all "low-hanging fruit" (e.g., exemptions that have never been subject to AG  order or judicial decision)

Fees  -change language to "up to actual cost";  -establishe tiered system for search, duplication, and review fees based on commercial, education or general request  -establish more detailed criteria with "including but not limited to" language for fee reduction and waivers  -require fee reduction or waiver if public body's criteria is met



Fees  -change language to "up to actual cost";  -establishe tiered system for search, duplication, and review fees based on commercial, education or general request  -establish more detailed criteria with "including but not limited to" language for fee reduction and waivers  -require fee reduction or waiver if public body's criteria is met



Fees  -change language to "up to actual cost";  -establishe tiered system for search, duplication, and review fees based on commercial, education or general request  -establish more detailed criteria with "including but not limited to" language for fee reduction and waivers  -require fee reduction or waiver if public body's criteria is met


